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ABSTRACT The anaphase-telophase spindle usually elongates, and it has been assumed that the spindle pushes the incipient daughter nuclei apart. To test this assumption, we used a laser microbeam to sever the central spindle of the fungus, Fusarium solani, and measured the rate of separation of incipient daughter nuclei. When the microbeam was aimed beside the spindle, separation occurred at a rate (8.6 μm/min) that did not differ significantly from the rate (7.6 μm/min) in unirradiated cells. But when the spindle was irradiated, it broke, and the separation was much faster (22.4 μm/min). Irradiation of cytoplasm lateral to one spindle pole resulted in a 1.5 μm/min reduction in the rate (6.1 μm/min) of separation. From these and other data, we infer that extranuclear forces, presumably involving astral microtubules, pull on the incipient daughter nuclei and that the central spindle limits the separation rate. Astral microtubules are associated with the plasma membrane or, sometimes, with the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Most of the spindle microtubules that are present at metaphase are depolymerized during anaphase and early telophase.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cultures of race T213 of Fusarium solani (Mart.) Sacc. (Ascomycete perfect stage: Nectria haematococa Bcik. & Br.) were obtained from H. D. VanEtten (Cornell University). They were maintained on carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) agar and prepared for in vivo microscopic observation, irradiation, and subsequent fixation by the agar-slide method used by Aist and Williams (18).

The neodymium-YAG laser microbeam system used in this study was described by Strahs et al. (20). Cells were irradiated with a single pulse (100-150 ns) of green light (532-nm wavelength) sufficient to cause a phase dot (≈0.25 μm diameter) surrounded by a clear halo to appear in interphase nuclei that were targeted during calibration procedures. Neutral density filters were used to adjust the impinging power of the laser to the desired level. This level of power was the minimal amount that would reliably sever the central spindle. Because the spindles in F. solani appear to be composed of two parallel adjacent strands (21), care had to be taken to include in Table I only irradiated nuclei whose spindle strands were lying one above the other during irradiation. This precaution ensured that both sides of these bipartite spindles would be broken when the spindle was irradiated, and that the spindle would not be affected when the nucleoplasm was irradiated. The cells were observed on a television monitor and videotaped before, during, and after each irradiation so that the accuracy and cellular effects of irradiation could be verified and migration rates determined.

Because optical clarity was greater in subapical cells than in apical cells, only second and third cells from the hyphal tip were included in the experiments. Twelve to fifteen mitoses in each of the four categories in Table I were recorded, and the first ten (chronologically) in which the necessary details could be clearly discerned in videotape replays were retained and analyzed. Spindle lengths at the moment of the laser pulse in all irradiated cells were determined first to establish a basis for measuring separation rates in unirradiated cells. Cells were irradiated within 5-10 s after all chromosomes had reached the poles, when the average spindle length was 7.7 μm. This spindle length then served as the starting point to measure the rate of separation of daughter nuclei in unirradiated cells. Separation rates were obtained by replaying the videotape sequences at x 10,400 and measuring with a stopwatch the time required for the daughter nuclei to separate a further 6.7 μm after irradiation or, for unirradiated cells, after the spindle was 7.7 μm long. The standard distance, 6.7 μm, was then divided by the measured time to give μm/min. For statistical analyses, the measured times were used directly as raw data.

The speed with which events occurred during and after laser irradiation precluded effective 35mm photomicrography using a microflash attachment. Therefore, individual frames of the videotaped sequences were imaged at 10,400 on the TV monitor and photographed using a Nikon SLR 35mm camera mounted on a tripod. Although a considerable loss of image quality was unavoidable suffered by photographing individual frames, a precise record of high speed events could thus be correlated with elapsed time (i.e., Figs. 7, 10).

Samples for electron microscopy were obtained as follows. Small strips of tape were applied to the edges of 18 mm-square cover glasses. The strips served as handles for the speedy removal of the cover glasses at a later stage. The cover glasses were then placed over the mycelia and sealed with paraffin. After suitable cells had been selected and mapped for subsequent relocation (18), irradiations were carried out as described above. Nuclei were observed and videotaped until ~5 s after irradiation to confirm that the targeting had been accurate. Then the slide was quickly removed from the microscope stage, the cover glass was removed, and the slide was immersed immediately in Fixative A (see protocol below) in a McFunkin staining dish (18). 10-20 s elapsed between irradiation and immersion in the fixative.

Freeze-substitution (22) could not be used to prepare irradiated specimens for electron microscopy because the hyphae did not adhere to the cellulose-membrane supports after the cover slip had been removed following irradiation. Therefore, we were unable to take advantage of the superior ultrastructural preservation that the technique provides. The following chemical fixation protocol was developed and used for this study: (a) fix for 1 h at 22°C in Fixative A (contains 15 parts of CMC liquid medium, pH 6.75; 2.5 parts of 0.2 M sodium cacodylate, pH 7.0; 3 parts of 25% electron microscope-grade glacial acetic acid; and 20 parts of 0.02% aqueous uranyl acetate); (b) soak 10 min in half-strength (aqueous dilution) Fixative A; (c) embed in 1.5% water agar containing 0.01% uranyl acetate, at 48°C, and cool immediately to 22°C; (d) transfer squares of agar-embedded mycelium into stainless steel wire-mesh baskets sitting in 0.01% aqueous uranyl acetate; (e) soak three times for 20 min each in aqueous 0.01% uranyl acetate; (f) transfer into aqueous 0.1% OsO4 plus 0.01% uranyl acetate for 30 min; (g) rinse two times, 15 min each, in aqueous 0.1% uranyl acetate; (h) soak in fresh aqueous 0.1% uranyl acetate for 1-3 h; (i) rinse twice in distilled water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects of Laser Microbeam Irradiation on the Rate of Separation of Post-anaphase, Incipient Daughter Nuclei of the Fungus, Fusarium solani</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unirradiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleoplasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytoplasm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The rate was determined for a distance of 6.7 μm of separation for ten mitoses in each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimates of the Numbers of Spindle Microtubules at Various Stages of Mitosis in Fusarium spp.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. solani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. oxysporum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. oxysporum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. oxysporum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. oxysporum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. oxysporum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This specimen was freeze-substituted (22) in acetone containing 5% OsO4 and 0.01% uranyl acetate.

$^*$ A dash indicates that sufficient appropriate sections were not available.
Figures 1 and 2  Electron micrographs showing nontarget damage above the focal point of the laser microbeam. Fig. 1 shows swollen mitochondria (SM), lipid bodies (L), and a membrane whorl (W) that resulted from irradiation. Cell wall, CW; normal mitochondrion, NM. Bar, 1 μm. × 30,000. Fig. 2 shows a laser lesion subjacent to the plasma membrane where the laser beam entered the cell. This lesion is composed of densely staining globular material and membrane whorls. Bar, 1 μm. × 43,000.

H₂O, 15-30 min each; (j) dehydrate in an acetone series; (k) embed in Epon-Araldite; and (l) polymerize at 60°C.

The plastic-embedded agar squares containing mycelium were transferred to 1 × 3-inch glass slides for polymerization. After polymerization, the target cells were relocated, remounted, and thin-sectioned as described previously (18). After uranyl acetate and lead citrate poststaining, electron micrographs were taken of complete or nearly complete series of adjacent sections through both spindle pole bodies (SPBs; 18) and the central spindle of eight mitotic apparatuses, two from each of the four experimental categories (Table 1). Also, one early anaphase nucleus that had been irradiated just inside the nuclear envelope about equidistant from the SPBs was included.

Two methods were used to estimate numbers of spindle microtubules on prints at ×12,500-50,000. Microtubules in cross- and near-cross sections were counted directly on prints from two adjacent sections after marking each microtubule profile with an ink dot. The average of the two counts, which varied by only 1-3 microtubules, was taken as the best estimate. For near-cross sections, viewing the prints at a low angle with the microtubules viewed nearly end-on was of great help in identifying valid profiles. To help avoid inclusion of kinetochore microtubules in counts of telophase spindle microtubules, counts were made only on micrographs in which the center of the bundle was at a distance from the SPB representing 0.5-3.0 μm. For estimates from near-longitudinal sections, only complete series of serial sections through spindles were used. Near spindle poles,

Figures 3-6  Electron micrographs depicting various aspects of the mitotic apparatus in F. solani. The mitotic apparatus in the nucleoplasm-irradiated, early anaphase nucleus in Fig. 3 is composed of two main strands of spindle microtubules (SMT), spindle pole bodies (SPB), astral microtubules (arrows), and chromosomes (CH) with kinetochores (K). Nuclear envelope, NE. Bar, 1 μm. × 26,900. Fig. 4 is early telophase in an unirradiated cell and shows two main strands of SMT, CH near the SPB, and astral microtubules (AM). Bar, 1 μm. × 26,900. In Fig. 5, the SPB appears double (arrowheads) at early telophase. Bar, 0.1 μm. × 52,000. Fig. 6 (same nucleus as in Fig. 3) suggests the considerable extent of the early anaphase aster as evidenced by the numerous AMs that are projecting forward from the SPB. Bar, 0.1 μm. × 41,500.
a pair of lines perpendicular to the spindle and separated by a standard distance (0.15-0.5 cm, depending on the magnification) were first drawn on each print at a distance from the SPB representing 0.375 μm and 0.5 μm. Then, the number of microtubule profiles that crossed each line in each print was counted, using a ×3 magnifier, and totaled. The average of these two totals was used as the best estimate. For estimates near the spindle center in near-longitudinal sections, the two lines were drawn at set distances from the SPBs, near the midpoint of the spindle. These lines were 0.5 cm apart on the prints, regardless of magnification. Counts were made and averaged as for polar estimates. Both the direct count method and the line count method gave comparable and repeatable estimates. However, any counts from near-cross or near-longitudinal sections have the potential to underestimate somewhat the number actually present because of vertical stacking of some microtubules within the section. Therefore, the data in Table II are intended only as rough estimates of microtubule numbers. Electron micrographs of several nuclei of *F. oxysporum* from a previous study (18) were included in these estimates for comparison.

**RESULTS**

Several side effects of laser irradiation were noticed. Routinely, there was a very slight and immediate contraction of some cytoplasm toward the targeted area. Frequently a mitochondrion 5-10 μm away from the path of the laser beam would be immediately jerked toward or away from the target area at the moment of the laser pulse. Mitochondria within the path of the laser beam swelled rapidly (Fig. 1). This sensitivity to green laser light probably reflects the cytochrome content of mitochondria, since cytochromes absorb heavily in the green wavelengths (23). The laser pulse always induced the cells to form wall appositions (24) within a few minutes. This reaction was apparently a response to considerable localized damage (Fig. 2) in the first 1 μm of cytoplasm below the cell wall where the converging laser beam entered the cell. Below this layer of damaged cytoplasm was a 1-2 μm thick layer of undamaged cytoplasm, followed by a roughly spherical region of laser damage ~0.4 μm in diameter (Figs. 11-15).

Despite the side effects, irradiated cells consistently remained alive and damage remained localized. All nuclei continued to divide, and they proceeded not only into interphase, but those that were monitored further completed the next mitotic cycle as well. Moreover, the growth of hyphal tip cells seemed unaffected when these cells were irradiated subapically. In summary, the observed side effects of laser irradiation were highly localized to the irradiated site and did not interfere detectably with overall cellular processes.

The general features of mitosis in *F. solani* were described from observations of living cells by Thielke (25) and closely resemble those in *F. oxysporum* (17, 18). Mitosis (Figs. 3-5) is intranuclear, and the mitotic apparatus includes a microtubular spindle, disc-shaped or hemispherical SPBs, discrete chromosomes, and astral microtubules. Videotape replays clearly showed that during prophase the daughter SPBs migrate apart in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of the cell, until they reach a position near the opposite sides of the cell. When the half-spindles have become aligned to form a complete spindle, the spindle elongates as the entire mitotic apparatus rotates slowly to an orientation nearly parallel to the cell’s long axis. This metaphase stage lasts for ~2-3 min and is characterized by intermittent rotational movements of the mitotic apparatus.

During anaphase, an ~20-25% increase in the length of the spindle occurs as the daughter chromosomes migrate to their respective poles. By early anaphase (Figs. 3 and 6) prominent asters have developed. In the example shown in Figs. 3 and 6, only two or three (perhaps 10% of the total) of the astral microtubules were found to be oriented back toward the opposite pole. The SPBs of this nucleus were perpendicular to the cell’s long axis, and none of the astral microtubules were found, in serial sections, to even approach the vicinity of the plasma membrane. In twelve adjacent serial sections (e.g. Fig. 8), ten kinetochores were found connected to one spindle pole, seven to the other. There was one kinetochore per chromosome and one microtubule per kinetochore.

One interesting feature of the mitotic apparatus of *F. solani* is that the spindle is basically bipartite after anaphase (Fig. 3) through early telophase (Fig. 4). The spindles shown in Figs. 3 and 4 each had an additional strand of two to four microtubules in another plane of section. SPBs frequently appeared double at early telophase (Fig. 5), but a specific spatial relationship between the two most prominent bundles of spindle microtubules and the two SPBs at any one pole was not apparent. Videotape analyses of anaphase demonstrated that chromatids could migrate along both sides of the bipartite spindles toward the poles. Between anaphase and the middle of phase II, the main strands of the spindle coalesced into a single, narrow bundle of microtubules (Fig. 8).

Incipient daughter nuclei in unirradiated cells (Fig. 7) separated at an average rate of 7.6 μm/min (Table I). During this separation, a bundle of central spindle microtubules (Figs. 8 and 9) elongated between the SPBs. When the spindle was irradiated (Fig. 10c), the microbeam broke the spindle and the incipient daughter nuclei separated at an accelerated average rate of 22.4 μm/min (Table I). Moreover, these nuclei usually migrated farther apart than did those in unirradiated cells. Successful breakage of the spindle was verified in videotape replays and was characterized by the appearance of a phase-clear region in the spindle where it was irradiated and, frequently, by the subsequent appearance of a dark globule (Figs. 10d and 11) that replaced the clear region. One or both of the two shafts of the broken spindle routinely rotated (Figs. 10d and 11) such that they were no longer oriented toward the opposite pole. In five or six additional nuclei (not included in Table I), only one of the strands of the spindle was irradiated, resulting in rotation of the broken halves of the irradiated strand, while the other strand continued to elongate with the nucleus. Once they rotated, the broken spindle shafts (of either bipartite or coalesced spindles) maintained their new, oblique orientation through most or all of the subsequent separation phase (Fig. 11). Some incipient daughter nuclei jerked abruptly apart an additional 2-3 μm immediately upon spindle irradiation, while others either exhibited only a gradual acceleration or paused for 2-3 s before accelerating rapidly. The lesion created by the focused laser beam had a coarsely granular...
ultrastructure and was heavily stained (Figs. 11–13). In only one of the two spindle-irradiated nuclei that were examined by electron microscopy did a few microtubules remain in the center of the nucleus, near the lesion (Fig. 13); the others were carried along with the rapidly separating SPBs.

When the microbeam was aimed at the nucleoplasm, beside the spindle (Fig. 14), the incipient daughter nuclei separated at an average rate of 8.6 \( \mu m/min \), which was comparable (\( P = 0.1 \)) to the rate in unirradiated cells (Table 1). No ultrastructural alterations were observed in these spindles (Fig. 15), although the characteristic laser lesion was produced. Videotape replays verified that the central spindle remained intact during further separation of the nuclei.

Irradiations of the cytoplasm lateral to one of the spindle poles were included as a check for general, nonspecific effects of the laser pulse on phase II. Our intent was to irradiate as close as possible to the nucleus without damaging the astral microtubules. Nevertheless, these irradiations resulted in a small but statistically significant (\( P = 0.025 \)) reduction (from 7.6 \( \mu m/min \) to 6.1 \( \mu m/min \)) in the rate of separation of incipient daughter nuclei (Table 1). As with nucleoplasm irradiations, a laser lesion was produced (Fig. 16) and the spindle remained intact during further separation. No ultrastructural damage to the conspicuous array of astral microtubules that typifies anaphase and telophase (Figs. 17 and 18) was detected. The limited extent of adjacent serial sections and the broad divergence of astral microtubules prevented quantitation of the microtubules of the asters. However, the numbers and lengths of astral microtubules in cytoplasm-irradiated and unirradiated cells appeared to be similar. There were, of course, laser-damaged (swollen) mitochondria (Fig. 16) near the cytoplasmic target area.

The distal ends of some of the astral microtubules closely approached the plasma membrane (Figs. 17, 19, and 20). These microtubule terminations were embedded in a flocculent matrix (Fig. 17), or flared out at the end (Fig. 19), or both (Fig. 20). Fourteen early telophase asters were analyzed (in serial sections that included the entire SPBs as well as regions including and beyond all microtubule terminations indicated) for terminations of astral microtubules. Four had one termination, four had two terminations, three had three terminations, two had four terminations and one had seven terminations of astral microtubules, all near the plasma membrane. One astral microtubule ended in a flared terminus adjacent to a sheet of rough endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 21). All of the early telophase spindles were slightly angled with respect to the longitudinal cells axis (Figs. 14 and 16). Also, the SPBs were always at an angle with respect to the spindles (Figs. 16 and 18), such that the two SPBs of any one nucleus were oriented toward opposite sides of the cell (Fig. 16). The one exception is the mitotic apparatus in Fig. 18, in which both SPBs were facing the same side of the cell. Without exception, the SPBs were found to have astral microtubules associated with the plasma membrane on only the side of the cell which they faced. Some of these associations were anterior to the SPB, and others were posterior. One of two “free” terminations of astral microtubules that were found was flared: the other was undifferentiated.

Astral microtubules were commonly at least 2–3 \( \mu m \) long, and many were >5 \( \mu m \). As estimated 60–80% of the total number of astral microtubules at a pole were oriented anteriorly, 15–35% posteriorly, and 5% laterally with respect to the SPB. The mitotic apparatus in a branching, penultimate cell characteristically migrates toward and into (at least partially) the base of the branch during phase II, where the leading nucleus takes up permanent residence as the trailing nucleus migrates back into the main hypha. Fig. 18 is taken from a section through such a mitotic apparatus and shows that the astral microtubules splay out into the base of the branch. Such microtubules may come to within ~12 nm of the plasma membrane (Fig. 22).

Rough estimates of the numbers of spindle microtubules in *Fusarium* spp. are presented in Table II. It is obvious that about two-thirds of the spindle microtubules are depolymerized between metaphase and telophase. Depolymerization of the shortening kinetochore microtubules could account for only a very small percentage of this dramatic decrease; only about four to twelve kinetochore microtubules are attached to each pole (18; and present results). The unusually high estimate of 133 for the freeze-substituted metaphase nucleus may have been due to the superior preservation of microtubules afforded by this technique (22), or to a higher number having been present in vivo at metaphase in *F. solani*, or to both. Among telophase nuclei in both species there seem to be two distinct categories of spindles; some have a higher number of spindle microtubules (20–23 estimated) and some a lower number (11–16 estimated). This difference was especially consistent near the spindle poles. With the possible exception of one nucleus (CF-6 in Table II), the number of microtubules at the centers of telophase spindles was comparable to the number at the poles.

DISCUSSION

The dramatic increase in the rate of separation of incipient daughter nuclei when the spindle was broken was quite unexpected and required a rethinking of current concepts about the mechanics of chromosome separation, especially in *Fusarium* spp. The most obvious interpretation is that extranuclear forces are pulling on the SPBs during phase II. This interpretation is further supported, albeit indirectly, by the observation that laser damage to the cytoplasm beside one of the SPBs slowed the rate of separation, and could be directly tested by additional experiments in which the asters are irradiated. Previous inferences and speculations about such forces (4, 10, 15, 16, 26) are
Figures 14–16  Electron micrographs of cells irradiated in the nucleoplasm or cytoplasm. Fig. 14 is an early telophase cell fixed 10–20 s after the nucleoplasm was irradiated. The laser-damaged material (arrow) lies next to the SMT, which appear unaltered. Bar, 1 µm. × 17,900. Fig. 15 is an enlargement of the spindle in Fig. 14. The SMT are not detectably altered, even though the laser lesion is close by. Bar, 0.1 µm. × 49,800. Fig. 16 is a cell fixed 10–20 s after the cytoplasm was irradiated adjacent to the incipient daughter nucleus at the top. Note the area of laser-damaged cytoplasm (arrow) and the SM (swollen mitochondrion) nearby. The SPB are slanted toward opposite sides of the cell. Bar, 1 µm. × 14,900.

Supported by our results. Our interpretation would explain why the entire mitotic apparatus, at least in several fungi, can migrate or oscillate in the cell (10, 17, 18, 27). It also would suggest why, during normal mitosis, the elongated, telophase spindle sometimes snaps in the middle with a recoil of the free ends toward the respective spindle poles (17, 25): the spindle is apparently under tension from polar forces pulling in opposite directions. Such polar forces could also contribute to coalescence of the strands of spindle microtubules into a single, tightly packed bundle at telophase by putting tension on them. The postulated polar forces would be intermittent, resulting in oscillations of the mitotic apparatus (10, 18). In the present experiments the intermittent nature of the polar forces would explain the observed difference in elapsed time between breakage of the spindle and acceleration of incipient daughter nuclei; some jerked apart immediately, whereas others hesitated before
accelerating rapidly. The existence of polar forces would help ensure that incipient daughter nuclei could separate even if a prominent central spindle did not form, as occurs in aberrant mitoses in older cells of *F. oxysporum* (Aist, unpublished observations) and in cultured newt cells (28).

The astral microtubules are inferred to play a role in the deployment of these putative polar forces because they are attached to the SPB and increase in number and length at an appropriate time (10, 16, 18). In addition, they seem to play a role in migration of interphase nuclei, which apparently involves a force transmitted to the SPB (18, 26, 29–31). Since fungi contain actin (32), as well as microfilaments that are sometimes closely associated with microtubules (33), it is possible that the polar force is generated by a microfilament-based...
motility system. The residual ability, albeit reduced, of fungal nuclei to divide (34, 35) in the presence of antimicrotubule agents may be evidence of such a force-generating system, and suggests that the role of microtubules could be largely one of facilitating net force production by maintaining the orientation of microfilaments more or less parallel to the hyphae, as suggested by Heath (29). However, this concept alone could not explain how the two poles could be pulled in opposite directions at the same time. It seems more likely that the main force would be transmitted from microfilaments to the astral microtubules by an interaction between these two cytoskeletal elements (36, 37). Since asters can move small particles toward their centers (1), it is not difficult to imagine that an interaction between a stationary, cytoskeletal element (e.g., microfilaments) and astral microtubules would propel the aster forward. The inherent polarity of microtubules (1) could somehow confer opposite directionality to the forces operating on the two SPBs, since most of the microtubules of the two opposing asters are oriented forward, away from the nucleus. Unfortunately, the ultrastructural preservation of microfilaments in our study was inadequate to shed light on this possibility; microfilaments were routinely detected only at developing septa and in Spitzenkörpers, where they are known from freeze-substitution studies to occur in abundance in F. solani (Aist and Berns, unpublished observations) and in Fusarium acuminatum (38).

The close associations observed here between astral microtubules and the plasma membrane suggest that some of these microtubules are anchored near the cell surface. Cytoplasmic microtubules have been shown to be attached or associated with the plasma membrane of various plant cells by means of flared or swollen termini (38–40). An alternative possibility is that these plasma membrane-associated microtubules receive a motile force by interacting with an actin-myosin complex like the one associated with the plasma membrane of ascites tumor cells (41). In support of this idea is Howard’s (38) illustration of microfilaments associated with the plasma membrane of F. acuminatum.

Cytoplasmic irradiation may have reduced the rate of separation of incipient daughter nuclei by damaging a microfilament system or the mitochondria in the vicinity of the aster and thereby inhibiting one or more of the components necessary to generate the motile force; a direct ultrastructural effect on astral microtubules was not apparent. Griffin et al. (42) found that cytoplasmic irradiation of Physarum polycystum with a laser interrupted cyclosis which, in this organism, is based on a microfilament system (43).

The other major interpretation of these data is that the central spindle in F. solani acts as a mechanical governor that limits the rate at which the SPBs (and, therefore, the incipient daughter nuclei) separate during phase II. This role of the spindle was inferred by Girbardt (10) on the basis of oscillations and migrations of mitotic nuclei of the Basidiomycete, Trametes versicolor. and by Crackower (34) on the basis of nuclear behavior in the Ascomycete, Aspergillus nidulans, in the presence of a spindle poison, griseofulvin. Our study provides direct confirmation of this regulatory role of the central spindle. Forer (12) has postulated a related role for kinetochore microtubules during poleward migration of chromosomes in anaphase, but the relevance of our results to his postulate is unclear.

Forces generated by elongating spindles are usually thought to result from growth of the microtubules, their lateral interactions (sliding) or both (1, 8, 44). In view of these results, we must consider the possibility that one or both of these mechanisms limits the rate of separation of the incipient daughter nuclei. The microtubule counts lend support to the view that microtubule growth occurs, since most telophase nuclei had similar numbers of microtubules near both the poles and the center of the spindle. According to this concept, the rate of polymerization of (presumably) continuous microtubules could limit the rate at which the nuclei separate. The continuous microtubules would have to be somehow protected from the depolymerizing conditions that give rise to the decline in numbers of microtubules that precedes telophase. The data do not exclude the possibility that microtubule sliding may occur also. Extensive microtubule tracking data would help clarify these important aspects of spindle ultrastructure.

The concept that the spindle generates counterforces that resist the pull on the SPBs should not be taken to imply that the spindle is not capable of generating a pushing force as well. Certainly in situations where the elongating central spindle becomes bent or fractured (6, 7, 17, 45, 46), there is reason to think that it is pushing. The central spindle in the Ascomycete, Ceratocystis fagacearum, is sometimes curved temporarily during its elongation phase (17). This curvature could be brought about during brief periods when the polar forces are relatively weak, thereby allowing the pushing capability of the spindle to predominate and manifest itself. Alternatively, the spindle could be bent by a momentary reversal in direction of the forces acting on the SPBs.

Could the spindle provide a necessary function by limiting the rate of separation of the SPBs? One possible answer to this question can be derived from a consideration of poleward chromosome migration in Ascomycetes. Chromosomes begin their anaphase migration asynchronously from different points of attachment along the middle two-thirds of the spindle (17, 47). Many chromosomes have reached the pole while others (lagging chromosomes) typically are still near the center of the spindle. A central spindle that restricts the rate of SPB separation to a speed slower than that of poleward migration of the chromosomes would help ensure that both poles would receive the full complement of chromosomes before the nuclear envelope closes behind them.

Our overall concept of force deployment related to the
mitotic cycle in *Fusarium* spp. would have SPB-associated microtubules playing a key role at every stage, as was suggested by Poon and Day (31) for a Basidiomycete, *Ustilago violacea*. At interphase, nuclear migration and position would depend primarily on extranuclear forces exerted on the SPB via astral microtubules (18, 26). During prophase, there are relatively few astral microtubules and the nucleus is relatively quiescent (18). Rotational movements of metaphase nuclei could result from transitory or weak associations of cytoplasmic microtubules with the SPBs (18) or the nuclear envelope (31). Fig. 23 presents diagrammatically our concepts of the forces acting on the SPBs during anaphase and telophase. During anaphase, the kinetochore microtubules would depolymerize at the kinetochores and pull the kinetochores and chromosomes to the poles (17, 18) in a manner analogous to phase I in higher plant and animal mitosis (1, 2, 44). The central spindle, by virtue of the rigidity and growth of its component microtubules, would provide a counterforce against chromosome separation. The force being exerted on the SPBs by astral microtubules would be resisted by intermolecular forces between tubulin subunits in the spindle microtubules. The balance of forces would be tipped slightly in favor of the asters, and some separation of the poles would occur during anaphase, as observed. During early telophase, astral forces would continue to operate, and the rate of separation of the SPBs would be governed primarily by the magnitude of the astal forces and the growth rate of spindle microtubules. During brief periods when the astral forces would wane, the continuing growth of the central spindle microtubules would generate a force that would push the poles farther apart, possibly at a reduced rate. Severing the central spindle by laser microbeam at early telophase would neutralize all of its ascribed forces and counterforces that act on the SPB, tip the balance heavily in favor of astral forces, and result in the observed acceleration in the rate of separation of the SPBs. The increased motility of daughter nuclei that occurs when the spindle breaks, either naturally (17) or as a result of laser irradiation, would simply reflect a continuation of the astral forces that were acting on the SPBs during the previous stages. Once the daughter nuclei had reached an appropriate position in the cell, they would revert to the relatively quiescent interphase condition (17) with a reduced complement of astral microtubules (18; Aist and Berns, unpublished observations). These astral microtubules would facilitate the persistent oscillatory and translational motions that characterize the SPB at interphase (10, 17, 25, 26).

The extent to which our proposed model (Fig. 23) of the mechanics of mitosis in *F. solani* may apply also to other organisms is a matter for future experimentation. It would certainly seem to be a possibility for the numerous other situations where both astral microtubules and a distinct anaphase-telophase elongation of the central spindle occur. Included in this group are numerous fungi (10, 16, 17, 46–57), several slime molds (59–60), some algae (62, 66), certain protozoans (45, 63), and higher animals (1, 2, 7, 11). Girbardt's concept (10) of mitosis in the Basidiomycete, *Trametes versicolor*, is especially concordant. Bergan (9) proposed that the elongating central spindle in fish embryos plays a passive role, while centriole migration—which can occur in the absence of a central spindle—provides the motile force to separate incipient daughter nuclei. In these and other mitoses in which separation of nuclei can occur in the absence of a central spindle (28, 64), polar forces seem almost certain to play a role. Bajer et al. (28) observed that, in certain aberrant mitoses in cultured lung epithelium from the newt, separation of the spindle poles occurred without interzonal microtubules. They concluded that half-spindles moved autonomously and independently. Moreover, the central spindle during phase II in many organisms besides *Fusarium* spp. is composed of very few, possibly weak, or decreasing numbers, of microtubules (1, 8, 49, 57, 65, 66, 67), which suggests that the motile forces separating the poles in these organisms may not reside principally in the central spindle. Most students of mitosis have assumed that astral forces are inoperative or insignificant with respect to the mechanics of chromosome separation, since a possible role of asters is rarely mentioned. Our results, and those of Bajer et al. (28) and Bergan (9), suggest that this question should now be re-examined on a broad scale.

The bipartite spindle postulated to occur in *F. solani* on the basis of phase-contrast observations of mitosis in living cells (21) is confirmed here by electron microscopy. Olive (53) reported a similar spindle architecture for late anaphase and early telophase in fixed and stained preparations of meiosis I in the rust fungus, *Coleosporium veronieae*. According to Olive, the chromosomes passed to the spindle poles along these two spindle strands, resulting in a bilobed appearance of the incipient daughter nuclei. We also observed that in living cells the chromosomes migrate along these spindle strands, but it was unclear whether or not all chromosomes were closely associated with a visible strand. The chromosomes in Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes commonly appear to migrate along two rows at anaphase (17, 18, 68) and incipient daughter nuclei are typically bilobed (69). Since reports of bipartite spindles in fungi are rare, any general relationship between the duality of the spindle and anaphase rows of chromosomes is obscure. Lateral associations of spindle microtubules to form several microtubule bundles is a common occurrence in larger spindles (1, 8), and such associations could be important in the generation of forces that control chromosome separation.

Rotation of the broken halves of the spindle, usually in opposite directions, was a characteristic result of spindle irradiation. This observation is reminiscent of reports that daughter nuclei rotate after natural breakdown of the spindle (70–72) and may indicate that torques of opposite direction are acting on the nuclei during and after phase II. The observed associations of astral microtubules from the two spindle poles with the plasma membrane on opposite sides of the cell presents a possible explanation of these observations; a pulling force transmitted to the SPBs via these microtubules would tend to slant the SPBs toward the lateral walls and rotate the broken spindles or daughter nuclei in opposite directions. The consistent orientation of the SPBs toward the side walls at early telophase, as observed in this study, is interpreted as evidence of this torque. Rotation of individual spindle strands that were selectively severed by the laser is particularly interesting, since it indicates that, under certain conditions, torque can be expressed on only part of the SPB; the SPB can apparently pivot or fold as a result of the pull of astral forces.
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